Four cloning standards in synthetic biology are BioBrick, BglBrick, MoClo and GoldenBraid, with each requiring their constitutive parts be compatible with the associated restriction enzymes. To standardize parts for the broadest usage, it would be useful to synthesize genes that are simultaneously compatible with all 4 popular assembly strategies. Here it is shown that using a defined set of rules, implemented in a computational program, any protein coding sequence can be made compatible with all four standards by silent mutations. Using a coding sequence as an input, all BioBrick, BglBrick, MoClo, and GoldenBraid restriction sites and chi recombination hot spots can be destroyed with silent mutations that approximate the codon usage of the organism. As an application, all open reading frames in the model organisms Escherichia Coli and Bacillus Subtilis are computationally refactored, showing the feasibility of implementing this umbrella strategy for synthesizing genes with the broadest compatibility.
Introduction
One of the many goals of synthetic biology is the standardization of gene sequences encoding characterized biochemical parts to ease distribution and standardize assemblies [1] [2] . Traditional assembly standards in the community include BioBrick, BglBrick, and type IIs-based cloning (e.g., MoClo and GoldenBraid), each having notable advantages. BioBrick cloning uses classic restriction cloning for idempotent assemblies, showing utility for synthesizing systems up to 30 cistrons [3] [4] [5] [6] , and already has wide acceptance with a community parts resource (http://parts.igem.com). BglBricks also uses standard idempotent cloning that offers in-frame assembly of parts 7 . Type IIs methods such as MoClo and GoldenBraid assemblies offer a single-pot cloning of larger systems, allowing for combinatorial cloning of many parts simultaneously [8] [9] [10] [11] . The lowering cost and wider availability of DNA synthesis has allowed for the democratization of gene and pathway synthesis, which has been met with development of several useful computer aided design synthetic biology tools [12] [13] [14] . However, this has increased the need for standards to improve reproducibility while reducing redundant synthesis of parts. This is especially important in the large-scale synthesis of parts 10, 15 and in refactoring synthetic genomes 5, [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, the compatibility of the four widely-used standards to be simultaneously implemented in a single dictionary of gene sequences has not been reported. Here, a computational algorithm (Synthetic biology Gene Standardizer or "SyGS") following a defined ruleset is used to make silent mutations at every BioBrick, BglBrick, MoClo, and GoldenBraid restriction site for any given protein coding sequence. The algorithm additionally allow removal of all crossover hotspot instigator (chi) recombination sites 20 
Results and Discussion
SyGS v1.0 is a computational sequence-refactoring tool that automates the standardization of gene sequences to have the broadest compatibility with current synthetic biology cloning strategies (Fig 1) 20 and enable further engineering 22 . All start codons are unified to ATG and all stop codons are set to TAA. NdeI sites are also removed for ease of assembly analysis and cloning at the ATG start codon. Once identified, silent mutations to a codon within each targeted site are made to an alternative codon with its choice based on removing the target site and matching the statistics of the codon usage of the organism [http://www.genscript.com/tools/codon-frequency-table], although a minimal algorithm can be used to remove all sites by changing one codon to its most frequently used codon ( Table 1) .
Next, the entire ORF libraries of E. coli and B. subtilis were processed by the program. The output was the refactoring of every ORF sequence to be compatible with four current synthetic biology assembly standards. In all, 22,748 mutations are suggested for E. coli (about 5 per ORF on average), while 24,397 mutations are suggested for B. subtilis (Fig. 2) .
Internal transcription initiation sites are also problematic in systems assembly of parts 5 . To mitigate this problem, the sequences of E. coli ORFs were cross-checked against the RegulonDB promoter database 21, 23 , and any annotated internal promoter sequences were silently mutated to remove them.
Access to any of the refactored E. coli and B. Subtilis ORF sequences and to refactor any new sequence is offered as a web resource at http://trsheph.scripts.mit.edu/SyGS/. This online resource allows a user to enter a gene name for either E. coli or B. subtilis, or paste a sequence into a form that, once submitted, returns the synthetic sequence that has been refactored to be free from all sites listed above. Additionally, the output shows the suggested mutations for each of the sites that were modified. The command line source code for batch processing is available at https://github.com/trsheph/SynBioStandardizer.
As codon optimization of the remainder of the sequence is not taken into consideration here, it is suggested that sequences from alternative organisms may benefit by first running the sequence through a codon optimizer.
As gene synthesis becomes more prevalent, care should be taken to generate genes with the broadest compatibility with current assembly standards. SyGS v1.0 makes the task of refactoring of any sequence of interest to be compatible with four major synthetic biology assembly standards quick and easy.
Materials and Methods
Program method. SyGS is written in the python programming language and uses the BioPython library 24 for searching for restriction sites and manipulating the underlying sequence. The command line program input is a text file containing one or more fasta formatted sequences. This data is parsed into a SeqIO record object and the sequence is searched for restriction sites used in BioBrick, BglBrick, MoClo, and GoldenBraid assemblies ( Table 1) . Additionally, the sequence is searched for NdeI sites and E. coli chi sites (5'-GCTGGTGG-3'). The placement of every target site within the reading frame is determined and one codon in the site is modified to a different synonymous codon selected based on the statistics of the codon usage of E. coli. A special case exists for BsaI and BglII, where the sequence 5'-GAGATCTN-3' in the -1 frame will only allow a silent leucine codon mutation from CTN to a split codon TTG, the G being outside of the restriction sequences. This takes the more frequently used leucine codons to a 10% usage codon. No conflicts exist between the other targeted sequences using the minimal rule set in Table 1 .
The refactoring is then crosschecked by comparing the protein translation of the refactored sequence to the translation of the input sequence. The program output on the command line is "successful" if the translations are the same and there are no sequence conflicts during mutations. The output is a text file containing the refactored sequences, a second information text file containing the suggested mutations, and a third statistics file.
Refactoring all ORFs of an organism. Complete coding sequences records for E. coli str. K-12 substr. MG1655 (NC_000913.3) and B. subtilis str. 168 (NC_000964.3) were downloaded from NCBI as text files. These were each processed via the command line interface, with the program processing some 4,000 ORFs in less than one minute. E. coli sequences were additionally cross-checked against the internal transcription promoter database 23 and mutations were made to remove any internal promoters. The output was a text file containing fasta-formatted synthetic sequences for each of the ORFs in the downloaded file and a second file containing each suggested mutation.
Online resource. E. coli or B. subtilis refactored sequences and mutations can be displayed by selecting the organism and the name of the gene. Alternatively, the user can submit any coding sequence in a text box, which the script will operate on and return the new suggested refactored sequence and the accompanying mutations. 
